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Non-QED 

 
- Must learn in the serial number by faulting the device. 
- Requires TWO Faults and Restores to learn in 
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QED 
- Program Tool Added 
- Loop # Programming 
- Manual Serial Entry Mode 
- Requires ONE Fault and restore to Learn in serial number 
- On the second fault and restore it will learn Show you a confirmation Screen. 
- Displays an ‘S’ by the Loop # to show it learned in serial number. 
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E2 
 
Summary of Changes: 
 
Enhanced Q56 Zone Programming Mode 

 Combined transmitter Serial number and Loop number entries on one screen. 
 Provided the ability to enter transmitter serial number, loop number, and 

confirmation in one step by transmitting multiple times. 
 Added a message to indicate that you are in a Confirmation Mode. 
 Added the ability to copy the serial number from a previously entered zone (for 

multiple zone transmitters), and then edit the loop number. 
 Added the ability to edit and delete a serial number at the input serial number 

prompt. 
 Removed the use of a ‘Program Tool’ for programming transmitters 

 
Added Q58 Expert Programming Mode 
The new Expert Mode allows you to: 

 Program zone attributes on a single screen. 
 Copy zone attributes from the last zone saved. 
 Copy a serial number from the last serial number saved. 
 Edit and delete a serial number at the input serial number prompt. 
 Enroll wireless keys using pre-defined default templates. 

 
¨Removed *83 Sequential Mode From System 
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